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Tacchino Press, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 216 x 140 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.American Foreign Service Officers abroad
ought not to organize anti-American demonstrations, but young Max Lacey does so from love of
country. It makes sense in the magical, dysfunctional, Republic of Enganada, where imagination
supplies what history has denied. Early in his diplomatic career Lacey arrives in the port city of
Alcala as Director of the Enganadan-American Cultural Center. He finds a decaying building, a
spaced-out Academic Director, an unhelpful Embassy supervisor in the distant capital, and internal
plots against the nearly-bankrupt Center. With the help of his imaginative local staff (very much
including the lovely Rosa Fuentes Serena), and inspired by the visit of larger-than-life Cultural
Affairs Officer Harvey Tyrone, he makes progress until exiled President Espejo returns to challenge
the military government. Convoluted Enganadan politics then present new dilemmas and dangers:
Max can serve U.S. interests by saving the Center, but only if he undermines the U.S. Ambassador. As
he agonizes over opposing loyalties to his country, he develops new loyalties to the people of
Enganada. When civil war threatens he makes his fateful choice, ending...
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This is an incredible ebook which i actually have ever go through. This can be for those who statte that there had not been a really worth reading. I am just
quickly can get a delight of reading a published book.
-- Ms. Colleen Ziem a nn V-- Ms. Colleen Ziem a nn V

It in one of the best publication. It is definitely simplistic but excitement in the 50 % in the ebook. I am very happy to let you know that this is basically the
greatest publication i have got go through within my own existence and could be he greatest pdf for ever.
-- Dr . Anya  McK enz ie-- Dr . Anya  McK enz ie
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